PROMASTAR Receives Certificate Of Appreciation From KAU
For Its Great Efforts & Contribution
A special ceremony was held on November 03, 2010 at King Abdul Aziz
University (KAU) to celebrate the completion of the “KAU Core Team”
development phase of implementing Oracle Primavera Enterprise
Project Portfolio Management and Contract Management. The
completion comes as part of the 7-month Turn-Key contract awarded
to PROMASTAR to implement Enterprise Project Management System
at KAU including Hardware and Software.
The event was attended by KAU Vice President for Projects, Professor
Abdullah Omer BaFail, several KAU senior officials and the “KAU Core
Team” as well as, PROMASTAR President Engineer Mostafa El-Bakry
and PROMASTAR Vice President Engineer Mohammed Bahei.
Professor BaFail assured the management’s commitment to support
and empower the “KAU Core Team” aiming at ensuring the success of
the project; enhancing the KAU Project and Portfolio Management
Practices and improving strategic/operational alignment of KAU
programs and projects.
During the held ceremony Professor BaFail handed Engineer El-Bakry a
certificate of appreciation for PROMASTAR great efforts and
professional contributions in this initiative.
From his side, Engineer El-Barky stressed on PROMASTAR’s continuous
commitment to deliver the highest standard of professional services
and highlighted the strategic partnership approach that PROMASTAR is
dedicating to KAU.
He also pointed out that PROMASTAR methodology and approach
leverage proven processes and tools through its highly skilled and
experienced team to ensure the success of the implementation.

It is worth mentioning that KAU is the biggest university in the western
province in KSA. It has several Construction Portfolios, which are
managed by four Consultants and executed by around 120 contractors.
KAU Project Management Department decided to invest in Oracle
Primavera to standardize all the business processes between all project
participants. Therefore, the “KAU Core Team” was formed to work on
the system deployment.
This team, which consists of representatives of the university as well as
each consultant, had been trained on Primavera Products by
PROMASTAR consultants to get a clear vision of the system and its
capabilities. The team now is ready to start together with PROMASTAR
consultants on the readiness assessment to define all the processes and
workflows need to be implemented in the systems.
Furthermore, KAU is intending to involve the contractors in the system
and PROMASTAR has already provided them with a presentation and
demonstration on the system a month ago.
PROMASTAR has formed a team of several consultants to serve the
project
For more information and to see photos of the event please visit:
http://www.kau.edu.sa/Pages-New-Project-Management-Software-Introduced-atKAU.aspx.
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